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pull quote

emissions is $53,280. The minimum 
carbon emission solution for air freight 
increases company logistics costs by 
$2,216 while reducing carbon dioxide 
costs by $6,260.

A similar analysis was performed for 
a smartphone maker importing 100 
million items from China. As in the first 
example, ULDs and GMA pallets are 
used for air and ocean freight, respec-
tively, and the same cost assumptions 

are used. The results are shown in 
Figure 2. The analysis confirmed that 
while total carbon costs increase signifi-
cantly as the price of carbon increases, 
small changes to the company’s 
ordering and logistics costs can 
decrease carbon costs significantly. In 
this example, the EOQ cost (assuming 
a carbon price of zero) when using air 
freight is $217,063,246, with carbon 
emissions of 424,709 metric tons. At 

The annual carbon dioxide 
equivalent emissions (CO2-e) were 
calculated for the EOQ for both the 
air freight and ocean freight scenarios. 
Data for CO2-e emissions for the 
different transport methods came 
from Martin Schmied’s and Wolfram 
Knörr’s authoritative “Calculating GHG 
Emissions for Freight Forwarding 
and Logistics Services.” An excellent 
reference for finding carbon calcu-
lator methodologies compiled by the 
ENVIRON International Corp. was 
used to validate the emission calcula-
tions. It was assumed that shipments 
were consolidated into carrier-approved 
unit load devices (ULD) for air freight 
and Grocery Manufacturers Associa-
tion’s (GMA) standard pallets for ocean 
freight.

In the first example, a company was 
planning to ship 50,000 premium 
priced single-room humidifiers, 
weighing 2.2 kilograms (4.85 pounds) 
each. Two different modes of transpor-
tation were considered for analysis, air 
freight and ocean freight. Items were 
assumed to be shipped in unit load 
devices (ULD) for air freight and in 
standard GMA pallets for ocean freight. 
The EOQ solution was calculated for 
each mode, as was the solution that 
minimized carbon dioxide emissions. 

For each of the solutions, the 
logistics costs to the company, as well 
as the total cost to society, including 
carbon costs, were calculated. The 
results are shown in Figure 1. At a 
carbon price of zero dollars, the EOQ 
and carbon minimization solutions 
are obviously the same. As the unit 
price of carbon dioxide emissions 
increases, there are significant cost 
savings to society if the company used 
an ordering schedule that minimized 
carbon dioxide emissions instead of 
using the traditional EOQ methods 
that assume zero carbon costs. The 
EOQ cost (assuming a carbon price 
of zero) when using air freight is 
$696,880, with associated carbon 
dioxide emissions of 1,665 metric tons. 
At the carbon price of $32 per metric 
ton, the cost of these carbon dioxide 

THE CARBON COST OF HUMIDITY
Figure 1. For a company shipping 50,000 single-room humidifiers from Shanghai to Los Angeles, pricing 
in the cost of carbon dioxide emissions changed the optimal economic order quantity solution.

PHONING HOME
Figure 2. For a company shipping 100 million smartphone items from Shanghai to Los Angeles, small 
changes to its ordering and logistics plans can significantly reduce the costs of carbon dioxide emissions.

Small 
changes ... 

can decrease 
carbon costs 
significantly.


